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Abstract.  
Al Qur'an Education Park (TPA) Al Badar has approximately thirty students, but that number will 

continue to grow. The recording of achievement cards is done manually, and everything is done by the 

Al-Badar TPA teacher. Usually, teachers record student learning outcomes using achievement cards, and 

achievement cards are filled out after students learn to read Iqro or the Qur'an and handed over to their 

students. However, amid the current COVID-19 pandemic, face-to-face meetings are very difficult, 

especially between teachers and participants who are undergoing online teaching. Based on the problems 

that occurred at the Al Badar TPA regarding the recording of student achievement and the importance of 

technology for education, it is necessary to have an information system at the Al Badar TPA. The method 

used in this research is the waterfall method approach in the manufacture of information systems with 

several stages, including problem identification, system requirements analysis, system design, system 

creation, and system testing, and also system analysis. In making the system, PHP and MySQL are used 

with the CodeIgniter framework. In system testing, the author uses two methods of black-box testing and 

white-box system testing. While the results of the analysis of the system in terms of testing the quality 

ofservice users, namely by using usability testing. The results of this study are a website-based student 

achievement book as an online learning achievement record book that can function well, both 

systemically and from the user's side of the application and greatly assists the needs of the Al-Badar TPA 

during the pandemic. The results obtained from the usability testing analysis are 90%, so it can conclude 

that the system is feasible and easy to use. So, a website-based student achievement book as book’s 

achievement record online can function properly and greatly help the needs of the TPA Al-Badar during 

the pandemic. 

 

1. Introduction 
Al Qur'an Education Park (TPA) is an informal religious education unit based on a Muslim community that 

uses the Qur'an and Al Hadith as its primary material and learns Islamic subject matter such as daily prayer, 

Islamic history, and guides them to become devout Muslims religious [1]. Established 17 years ago, TPA Al 

Badar has two grade levels, namely class A and B. Class A students study Iqro one to six while class B 

learns the Qur'an. Teaching and learning at TPA Al Badar start at 16.00 WIB and end at 17.00 WIB every 

Monday to Friday.  

Currently, Al Badar TPA has approximately thirty students, but it is possible if the number of students 

continues to grow. This institution has two permanent teachers and the youth of the Al Badar prayer room 

who assist in the teaching and learning process. 

Still using the manual method, the teacher records student learning outcomes using achievement cards, the 

achievement cards are filled in after the students learn to read Iqro’ or the Qur'an. The card contains seven 

tables consisting of Number, Date, Volume, Page, Ustadz, Initials, and Description. The achievement card is 

handed back to the students after being filled in by the teacher. Parents of students can also check the results 

of students’ achievements on the achievement card. So, both teachers, students, and parents of students can 

find out the results of these achievements. But not all student’s parents check the achievement results on the 

achievement card. Therefore, an educational institution with various elements that must be handled 

manually, of course, is not influential because it will consume much time and other resources [2]. In 
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scientific articles related to TPA and website creation, application development is usually used in teaching 

Iqro' and reading the basics of the Qur'an [3], [4]or studying the religious impact of children's learning in 

TPA [5], [6]. In this research, it is designed to create a website-based application that is devoted to recording 

the achievements of TPA Al Badar students after learning iqro' and the basics of the Qur'an. 

 

2. Related Works 

Information systems are very important to use in organizations, including the field of education [7], [8]. One 

of the information systems that exist in the world of education is the value processing system. According to 

Nurhaeni, in her research at SMK PGRI 1 Tambunan Selatan, in the past, value processing was still 

conventional, that is, all assessments were recorded using a book or grade book, so that the process had to be 

done repeatedly and took a long time. This is not efficient in the assessment process and making student 

grade reports takes a long time and grade books may be lost [7]. In addition to the value processing system 

in the world of education, according to Eni in her research at TPQ PP. Shirotul Fuqoha' II Kalipare-Malang. 

The daily assessment of students is carried out using daily report cards by the teacher, only the teacher who 

teaches at that time knows the learning outcomes of students while students and parents cannot monitor the 

progress of learning outcomes. Thus, we need a web-based information system for reporting student learning 

outcomes, so that the results of the student learning achievement assessment can be accessed at any time by 

teachers, students or parents. There is an admin form, a teacher management form, a student data form and 

there is a class management form that contains classes based on volumes such as first grade then volume 

one[9][10]. 

Website is one type of service provided by the internet that is most widely used in addition to other services. 

Several things are the reasons why the website is widely used, the first is because the website is a means to 

introduce companies or organizations to the public in more detail. The second reason is because the internet 

is an unlimited medium of information, so through the website it can be accessed anywhere and 

anytime[11]–[15]. The third reason That is, if the website is designed properly and correctly so that it has an 

attractive appearance, it can instill trust in the eyes of the user or users. The fourth reason having a website 

can improve a company or organization[16], [17]. 

In addition to the four reasons for making a website, choosing to create a website instead of an application 

has several considerations. Application creation is relatively long, while the resources for making this 

website are individuals, not groups. The advantage of making a website is that it can be accessed by all 

devices, while applications cannot be indexed by search engines. The application requires a larger budget 

than making a website. Deciding to make an application or website depends on the end goal because the 

purpose of this research is only to focus on creating a website application such as information system 

scheduling in [18], [19], web applications for student grade processing [7], [8][20], web application for 

library [21]–[24], administration for student data[25]–[29], and web application for ISO[30]–[33]. While 

developing a system website, to make the evaluation of the website application, we use BlackBox, Whitebox 

and usability testing. The system testing regarding checking if the users are satisfied with the system, like 

the research of Muhammad C, et al[34]. His team created an application and defined improvement of the 

system, and checked the system using usability testing. Based on the literature review, one of the ways to 

check the quality or performance of the website can use usability testing to know user experience and 

satisfaction [35]–[39]. 

Based on the problems at the TPA Al Badar regarding recording student achievement results and the 

importance of technology for education during the pandemic, the authors have analyzed the situation and the 

environment by asking students whether their parents have smartphones. The result of the question is that 

the students answered if their parents had a smartphone. Some students also said that during the pandemic, 

they have their own smartphones, and teachers also have smartphones. So it is necessary to have an 

information system such as a website application at TPA Al Badar to overcome problems related to 

recording student achievement results in the form of a website, and it’s more convenient during the 

pandemic than using the manual book to record student achievement.  

3. Methodology 

The methodology can be seen in Figure 1. This section describes in detail how the process of designing a 

web-based student achievement book for TPA Al Badar. The methods are shown, such as problem 



   

 

identification, system analysis, system design, book's achievement system development, system testing, and 

system improvement. 

 

Figure 1. Research Methods 

4. Results and Discussion 
The results of this study include the definition of problem identification, system analysis, system design, 

system creation and system testing. 

4.1 Identification of problems  

Through the interview and observation process by visiting the TPA Al Badar, several problems were found, 

including the process of collecting data on students and recording achievements that were still manual. 

 
 

Figure 2. Student Data Collection Flow 

The flow of data collection for students in Figure 2 is that parents of students play a role in registering 

students by filling out and then collecting forms to register at the Al Badar TPA. The form contains student 

biodata such as NIK, name, gender, age, address, parents name and photo. The role of the educator is to 

receive and check the completeness of the form after it is filled out by the parents of the students, if it is 

appropriate, the educator will place the form in the main book. The main book serves to store completed 

student forms as data collection. Educators also play a role in providing a master book to administrators for 

safekeeping. 

student parents
master book

form educator Educators give
master book on management
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Figure 3. Flow of Recording Achievement 

 

The flow of recording achievement results in Figure 3, students must have an Iqro or Al Quran to learn the 

Koran, before reading the Koran, students must collect an achievement card. The achievement card is a 

medium for recording the results of the students' reading, the function of collecting achievement cards 

before reciting is to determine the order in which to recite the Koran. The role of the educator is to call the 

students according to the order of the cards that have been collected by the students, after completing the 

study the educator will assess the students on the achievement cards and return them. 

4.2 System Analysis 

System analysis is the second stage after knowing the identification of problems at the TPA Al Badar, at this 

stage the researcher will identify the system used today and will also identify the need for a new system. In 

the weakness of the old system, there are non-technical constraints, namely the teacher is wrong in filling in 

the date, page, volume, and description. These details can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1. Weaknesses of the Old System 

N

o 

System 

Name 

System 

Type 

Weakness 

 

1 
Student 

data 

collecti

on 

Filling 

in form 

The data collection process uses forms 

and is recorded in the master book, 

prone to damage, loss and errors when 

writing. 

 

 

 

2 

Recording 

achievem

ents 

Fill out 

the 

achieve

ment card 

After the student pays the student's 

achievement, it is recorded on a card 

that has the potential to be damaged 

such as torn, lost due to forgetting to 

put it and mistakes when writing. 

 

From the description above, the researcher found the weaknesses of the old system, therefore a new system 

was needed to improve the weaknesses of the old system. Before creating a new system, the steps that 

need to be taken are mapping the need to create a new system functionally and non-functionally, which 

can be seen in Table 2 and Table 3. 

 

 

 

Table 2. Functional Needs 

 

No 
Business 

process 
Old System Analysis 

New System 

Requirements 
Utility 

Reading the 
Qur'an or Iqro

Students achievement card educator Student Achievement card

   



   

 

1 Studen

t data 

collecti

on 

Student data 

collection only uses a 

form that is stored or 

recorded in a main 

book 

a. Student 

data 

recording 

on the 

website 

b. Backing 

up student 

data using 

database 

Function to 

record student 

data 

2 Student 

achieve

me nt 

record 

Recording of 

achievements still 

uses cards whose 

results are written 

manually after 

reciting the Koran. 

The card is at risk of 

being lost, damaged, 

etc. 

a. Online 

recording of 

achievemen

ts 

b. Backing

up student 

achievemen

t results 

using a 

database 

Serves to 

record student 

achievement 

results after 

reciting 

 

Table 3. Non-Functional Needs 

 

No Hardware Software 

1 Laptop/Computer Browser 

2 Wifi/Data Plan Domains and Hosting 

 

4.3 System Design 

The design of this system starts from a flowchart to describe all the concepts of each application feature 

that will be made, use case diagrams and activity diagrams that describe user interactions with the system. 

Flowchart serves to describe a concept or activity of a system, namely from the student achievement book 

system at Al Badar TPA. In Figure 4 the process of data collection for students starts from the admin 

logging in to the website. If the login is successful, you will be faced with the dashboard page, then whether 

the admin will add, edit, or delete the student data, it will automatically be stored in the database. 
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Figure 4. Student Data Collection Process Flow 

 

 



   

 

4.4 System Development 

This stage is the implementation stage of each plan that has been drawn previously. At this stage the 

researcher uses the CodeIgniter 3 framework with the PHP programming language. The first step is to 

download the framework from the official website codeigniter.com. After downloading the framework file, 

proceed to the installation stage so that it can be used. Move the file to our local server, respectively. 

The first part of the configuration explains what to do first is to open the application folder then the config 

folder after that open the autolod.php file. The second configuration explains to configure in the config.php 

file then fill in the variables according to the url in the project name. The third configuration describes to 

fill in the database configuration in the database.php file. After this configuration stage, the researcher 

tested the coding stage. 

The coding stage has an mvc concept, namely the model, view, and controller. The model section describes 

the coding for storing data into the database and the data from the controller. The coding of the controller 

section explains that in this section is the logic where the system processing receives data from views before 

the model. The coding of the view section is that the input from the user will be sent to the controller and 

vice versa, the view section can also display data based on the controller's decision. 

 

4.5 System Testing  
Black box testing focuses on finding program errors in functionality, while white box testing is a test based 

on the program's internal structure to check whether there is an error path. In this process, we conduct 

software testing which is carried out on an ongoing basis in accordance with customer needs by using the 

principles of agile Blackbox testing and Whitebox testing. So, in the system testing stage, we provide the 

software testing results to the user in order to evaluate the usefulness of the system whether or not it is in 

accordance with the needs of the user. 

 

Table 4. Blackbox Testing 

No Feature Scenario Expected results Results 

1 Login Enter username            

and password 

(correct) 

The user has successfully logged in 

and entered the dashboard page 

Success 

Enter username 

or password 

(incorrect) 

A warning appears "Invalid 

username or password" 

Success 

2 Student 

data 

menu 

Add button on 

student data 

Student data increases 

according to what is entered 

Success 

Edit button on 

student data 

Student data changes 

according to what is entered 

Success 

Delete button on  

student data 

The selected student data appears a 

notification "sure delete" if "ok" it 

will be deleted. if "cancel" is not 

deleted. 

Success 

3 Performa

nce data 

menu 

Add 

performance 

data 

Performance data   increases 

according to input 

Success 

  Editing 

performance 

data 

Performance data changes 

according to what is entered 

Success 
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  Click clear 

achievement 

data 

The selected achievement data will 

display a "sure delete" notification 

if "ok" then it will be deleted if 

"cancel" is not deleted. 

Success 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to testing using the Blackbox method. The test is carried out using the white box method based 

on the path (basic path). In this technique, test cases are made which are obtained by finding independent 

paths. The numbering on the flowchart is made to make it easier to read the program flow and as a node 

mark on each line of program code. 

4 Educator 

data menu 

Add educator 

data 

User data increases according 

to what is entered. 

Success 

Editing educator 

data 

User data changes according to 

what is entered. 

Success 

Click delete 

educator data 

The selected user data appears a 

notification "sure delete" if "ok" it 

will be deleted if 

"cancel" is not deleted. 

Success 

5 Attendance 

data menu 

Add

 attendan

ce 

data 

Attendance data increases 

according to what is entered. 

Success 

Edit

 attendan

ce 

data 

Attendance data changes 

according to what is entered. 

Success 

Delete to clear 

attendance data 

The selected attendance data appears 

a "sure delete" notification if "ok" it 

will be deleted if "cancel" is not 

deleted. 

Success 

6 Student 

parent data 

menu 

Add student 

parent data 

The student's parent data 

increases according to what is 

entered. 

Success 

Editing student 

parent data 

The student's parent data 

changes according to what is 

entered. 

Success 



   

 

 
Figure 5. FlowChart Login Whitebox Testing  

 

After completing all existing blackbox testing and whitebox testing, the next step is Usability testing by 

distribute questionnaires to users in TPA Al-Badar and the quisioner variable using 21 statements that 

represent the three aspects of usability, namely efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction [22]. Users fill out 

questionnaires that have distributed based on their experiences while using this website. The result of the 

usability testing can be shown in the Table 1. 
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Table 5. The Result of Usability Testing using 21 Variable 

 
Based on the results of the evaluation in usability testing criteria, the website-based of book’s achievement 

record in TPA Al Badar got an overall score of 420 with an overall average of 84 and an overall percentage 

of 90% so that the management information system in all aspects of the variables can be said to be very 

feasible and easy to use for the student member and teacher. It could help them to digitalize their activity 

during the pandemic.  

 

5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

This research is based on the development of a website based on book achievement records at the Al Badar 

TPA. The results of the system analysis test and system usability criteria indicate the condition of recording 

student achievement data at the Al Badar TPA, where it is obtained that the results of information system 

testing in making a website-based student achievement book application can function well in terms of 

functional testing using Blackbox testing. When the system is sampled tested using whitebox testing in the 

login section, which shows that the system runs well and can be simplified. With this, the website-based 

student achievement book is ready to be applied at the Al Badar TPA. Further testing of the test results on 

users of this application using usability testing also shows that this website-based system application is quite 

easy to use for admins, educators and parents of students.    
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